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Defiantly ambitious:

is that the best way forward?

Keith Bradby  

bradby@gondwanalink.org



“...there is no more delicate matter to take in hand, nor more 

dangerous to conduct, nor more doubtful in its success, than 

to set up as a leader in the introduction of changes. For he 

who innovates will have for his enemies all those who are well 

off under the existing order of things, and only lukewarm 

supporters who might be better off under the new. This 

lukewarm temper arises partly from the fear of adversaries 

who have the laws on their side, and partly from the incredulity 

of mankind, who will never admit the merit of anything new, 

until they have seen it proved by the event.” 

Niccolò Machiavelli, 1513 
The Prince. Chapter 6 (Trans N.H.

Thomson) Capstone Publishing, Chichester, 2010.

OH&S induction



Yes Boss!



Democracy and the environment:
yet to deliver well?



You can’t start without a plan 
(thoroughly researched and documented)



We are constantly urged to be collaborative, to 

collect NGO partnerships like some people collect 

rare postage stamps, when in fact NGO’s and 

agencies operate in a funding environment that 

selects for competitiveness



“You give hope and 

aspiration on three-year 

cycles.” 
Nova Peris

http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/aug/02/nova-peris-says-government-language-around-

indigenous-people-is-patronising
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(Hopper and Gioia 2004)
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‘Reconnected country, from the wet 
forests of the far south west to the 
woodland and mallee bordering the 
Nullarbor, in which ecosystem function 
and biodiversity are restored and 
maintained’





Ngadju

Conservation 

Committee



Minimal structure . . . 

 Keeping the strength in the groups and the focus on tangible 
achievements, momentum and strengthened relationships

 The job we have is simple – the hard bit is keeping it simple

 Small core staff – helping out where needed and providing 
pooled resources, shared learnings and leadership

 Cooperative arrangements across and between the groups, 
with specific deals as required

Aiming for this

Not this!

Aiming for this Not this!



The underpinning Whole of Link game-plan (2002-2015)

A decentralised conservation approach built through ‘no-
regrets’ actions that give tangible outcomes.  

 Articulate a compelling vision of the future - imagine and act 
for the best.  Gondwana Link is about transforming landscapes, 
rather than just managing threats. 

 Build momentum by initially focusing on two key areas to 
secure high ecological values and provide inspiring examples 
(Fitz-Stirling and Great Western Woodlands).

 Establish support mechanisms to underpin expansion across 
the entire Link.

 Phased Whole of Link roll-out, using Conservation Action 
Planning to ensure a focus of effort into strategic and effective 
actions.





Justin Jonson (2010) Ecological restoration of cleared agricultural land in Gondwana Link: lifting the 

bar at ‘Peniup’ ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT & RESTORATION VOL 11 NO 1





The Great Western Woodlands 

Photographer - Barbara Madden

at 16 million ha the largest remaining temperate woodland on earth





Pulling together what we already know 



Add Ngadju logo



http://www.conservationmeasures.org/

http://conserveonline.org/workspaces/cbdgateway/cap/resources/index_html



o Targets selection tested by ‘so what’

o Progress measured through a series of ‘if…then’ 

o focus on a series of results - NOT a series of activities.

o Show progress towards long term goals 10-50-100 yrs.

Ongoing process not rigid plan

Results chains







Not just top down or reality up

WHOLE OF LINK CONSERVATION 

TARGETS

 Natural biological and physical 

heterogeneity

 Hydrological processes

 Trophic interactions

 Wildlife populations and movements

 Evolutionary processes

 Natural disturbance regimes

 Living with country 





Plant it and they will come? 
Building restoration science by doing restoration. 



Clear Standards for Restoration

Continuum of biodiversity and ecological values 

Low biodiversity value (“1-2 stars”) High biodiversity value (“4-5stars”)

Few species Many species

Introduced species Species all occurred naturally on this site

One structure (eg all canopy trees) Diverse structure  (many layers)

Spatially homogeneous (eg evenly spaced rows) Spatial heterogeneity (“patchiness”)

Few habitat types Diverse habitats (litter, tree hollows, logs)

No management Durable (can self-replicate)

Isolated, small, no strategic connections Part of a strategic context: 

Short lived Dieback, ferals, weeds managed





Working through the conflicts







Science first, or when you can afford it (plant it 

and they will come!)







The reserve system, circa 1980

“Reserves of the order of 30-94,000 ha are 
required to conserve most of the avifauna of 
the wheatbelt”

D.J. Kitchener, J. Dell, B.G. Muir, M. Palmer  (1982) 

Birds in Western Australian Wheatbelt Reserves – implications for conservation.  Biol. 
Cons. 22, 127-163

“40,000ha approximates the area of nature 
reserve likely to conserve that part of the 
regional assemblage of mammals in 
southern Western Australia liable to persist 
in the face of moderate disturbance by man 
and his agencies”

D.J. Kitchener, A. Chapman, B.G. Muir  (1980)  

The conservation value for mammals of Reserves in the Western Australian Wheatbelt
Biol. Cons. 18, p179



Critical bushland areas protected
Photo:  Jiri Lochman


